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Vote for your local Ealing
Conservative candidates. 
We will:

Reinstate weekly 
street cleaning and 
free garden waste 
collection

Fix our broken
roads and
pavements

Stop ugly tower
blocks



Dear local resident

I was born and bred in Ealing and I know that few other places in London can match our
borough’s culture and cosmopolitan, vibrant, and forward-looking character. The opportunities
that Crossrail brings will be a springboard to a new phase in Ealing’s prosperity but this needs
to be balanced with so many other competing interests. For all our borough’s great
opportunities, Ealing faces serious challenges that it needs strong local councillors to confront.

The Labour-run council has stopped listening to residents – it thinks it has all the answers 
and all the solutions – and this has meant that its forgotten who it serves – namely you, 
the residents of Ealing.

This has manifested itself in two ways – the practical and the ideological. Practically, 
it means you can no longer speak to human being at the council; you no longer get
notifications of neighbours’ planning applications; your complaints about poor service go
unanswered. And ideologically, it means that the simple things – sweeping the streets,
collecting the rubbish, mending the potholes – are ignored in favour of vanity projects 
and increased councillor salaries funded by hikes in Council Tax.

If the Council can’t get these simple things right, how can you have confidence that it’ll 
make the right choices on the bigger issues.

On 3rd May, you may choose to vote out of lifelong loyalty to a particular party. You may
choose to cast a protest vote on national issues. But when the votes are counted and your
local councillors elected, your vote will decide one thing: the Council and all the services it
provides, such as bin collections, housing, school places, planning, and parking, as well as
Council Tax.

So the choice for local residents is clear, if you vote for Conservative candidates we will:

⊲   Stop Labour’s waste and freeze core council tax and properly fund social care

⊲   Reinstate weekly street sweeping and free garden waste collection

⊲   Stop the culture of overdevelopment that has caused
skyscrapers to spring up locally

⊲   Commit to deliver 3,000 genuinely affordable homes that
local people can buy with the help of the Government’s
£9bn fund for social housing

⊲   Fix our dangerous roads and pavements.

If we win control on 3rd May, we will put in place an emergency
budget which will stop the Labour profligacy and waste and
restore weekly street sweeping and free garden waste
collection, and will sort out our roads and pavements. 
Residents deserve better – residents come first!

So on 3rd May, we ask you to give us your support, so that
together we can clean up Ealing.

Councillor Gregory Stafford (Conservative)
Leader of the Opposition
Representing Hanger Hill Ward
@gregorystafford



A CLEANER
EALING

Since Labour cut residents’ bin
collections to once a fortnight and cut
sweeping to once every 12 weeks,
residents across Ealing have reported a
significant increase in the amount of
rubbish on our borough’s streets. 
Ealing’s own statistics show a 200%
increase in fly- tipping.

Ealing Conservatives fought tooth and
nail against these changes, but Labour
sadly pushed them through.  This was
despite Labour pledging to retain weekly
bin collections for all residents.

Meanwhile, reports of vermin have risen,
and our streets are dirtier than ever.   
We are committed to restoring weekly
street sweeping, tackling fly- tipping 
and littering, increasing recycling, and
making Ealing a cleaner borough.
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Scrapping the Garden Tax

We will also end the £75-a-year Garden Tax and
restore free collection of green waste. The charge
has increased fly-tipping and reduced recycling.
Moreover, fewer residents have signed up to this paid-
for service than had been forecast, meaning charging
for it barely raises more than it costs.

Tackling fly-tipping and littering

Ealing Conservatives will also tackle fly-tipping and
littering to keep streets clean. We will increase fines
for genuine fly-tipping to the maximum allowed by law,
as is the case in most boroughs.

We will also use new powers to double fines for
littering to £150. To aid enforcement, we will use
powers to fine vehicle owners for littering from their
vehicle: a power that no Labour borough uses.

Cleaning up our streets

Ealing Conservatives will ensure that all streets are
cleaned at least once a week.

We will empty heavily-used public bins more
frequently to stop them overflowing. We will also
install more public recycling bins to encourage
recycling of street waste.

We will put more dog waste bins on well-known dog
walking routes, and provide dog bags to residents.

Making it easier to recycle

We will support recycling and increase Ealing’s
recycling rate. Despite claims that slashing bin
collections would raise recycling, there is no evidence
this has been the case.

Ealing Conservatives will lead the country in making
it easier to recycle. We will introduce a plastic bottle
deposit scheme and look into other innovative
recycling ideas, such as the coffee cup collection
schemes.

Helping residents to recycle will make a bigger
difference than cutting collections. We will provide
better information on what can be recycled, focusing
on items that are under-recycled.

We will also focus on increasing recycling on Ealing’s
own housing estates, which have by far the lowest
recycling rates in Ealing.

The Conservative plan for a cleaner Ealing:
⊲   We will restore weekly street sweeping across Ealing.

⊲   We will scrap the Garden Tax and make garden waste collections free once more.

⊲   We will increase fines for fly-tipping in line with other boroughs, and increase 
fines for littering to £150. We will impose fines on people littering from vehicles.

⊲   We will introduce a plastic bottle deposit scheme to reduce plastic waste, and
explore other innovative ideas to promote recycling.

⊲   We will raise Ealing’s recycling rate by promoting recycling on estates, improving
information on what can be recycled, and introducing new public recycling bins

⊲   We will help recycling of large items by opening Ealing’s recycling centres 
for longer.
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A GREENER
EALING
Ealing Conservatives are committed to making Ealing the greenest
borough in London: raising air quality, opening green spaces,
planting more trees, and improving biodiversity.

That’s why Ealing Conservatives voted to adopt the World Health
Organisation’s high standards for air quality. It’s why every
Conservative councillor backs the London National Park City
project.  And it’s why we support going further.

We also recognise that a third runway at Heathrow would cause
much greater pollution and we will oppose its development.

The Conservative plan for a greener Ealing:
⊲   We support a better not bigger Heathrow Airport

⊲   We will open pocket parks across Ealing

⊲   We will plant hundreds of new trees on streets and protect existing trees.

⊲   We will install 2,000 electric car charging points on lamp posts on residential roads
to allow people to drive electric cars without any loss of parking spaces.

⊲   We will work to extend TfL cycle hire stations to Acton and Ealing

⊲   We will reduce exhaust fumes by backing electric vehicle use, tackling school run
traffic, imposing proper fines for engine idling, and creating a Low Emission Bus
Zone.
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Opening more green spaces

Ealing is defined by its magnificent green spaces; we
will preserve these great green spaces and also
embed greenery into every community.

Conservative councillors will work to open small
‘pocket parks’ that can provide areas of recreation and
for local communities and improve our environment

Preserving our trees and planting more

Ealing Conservatives will plant hundreds of new trees
on streets across the borough.

Ealing is losing its trees through development, and
that must stop. We will require developers to conduct
a biodiversity analysis before felling trees and require
all developments that lead to trees being felled to
involve at least as many new trees being planted, so
that no trees are lost overall.

We will protect our trees by placing Tree Preservation
Orders on all ancient trees and most veteran trees.

We will ensure that tree pollarding considers each
tree’s unique characteristics.

Supporting electric cars

Ealing Conservatives will support the shift to electric
cars by discreetly installing thousands of electric
vehicle charging points in lamp posts across Ealing.

The Government pays for 75% of the cost of these
charging points.

We will bid for funding to install 2,000 in lamp posts
across the borough. This will affordably make ordinary
residents’ parking bays electric car-enabled without
any loss of residents’ parking spaces and without any
additional street clutter.

Promoting cycling

We will work to extend TfL Santander Cycle docks to
Acton and Ealing and we will hold a consultation on
the need for bike parking spaces or drop off points for
increasingly- popular bike sharing services — such as
Mobike— to balance the convenience of the new
services with the need to keep pavements clear.

We will help to protect bikes from theft by underwriting
a borough-wide bicycle insurance scheme. We will
work with cycling campaigns to hold more bicycle
health-check drop-ins.

We will support the recommendations of the review of
the Uxbridge road, to make it safer for cyclists,
pedestrians and especially our vulnerable residents.

Cycling infrastructure needs to improve, but it must
also be fit for purpose. We will continue to oppose
CS9 and back more local cycling quietways instead.

Protecting local biodiversity

Ealing Conservatives will protect and increase
biodiversity. We will plant hedgerows next to fences
on council land and amend planning guidelines to
encourage new developments to integrate hedges,
too. We will plant wild flowers in green spaces
where possible.

Heathrow

Having an airport on our doorstep has a lot of
advantages including ease of access and
employment. However, a third runway would be costly
both economically and environmentally.  Unlike Ealing
Labour, our opposition to Heathrow expansion has not
changed.   We would join other local Conservative
councils in taking legal action to block the expansion.
We would work with the airport on noise reduction
schemes and compensation for those impacted by
aircraft noise.

Reducing exhaust fumes

Ealing Conservatives will work with TfL to replace
diesel buses with electric or hybrid buses. We will
replace the Council’s diesel vehicles with electric
ones.   We will tackle traffic from development and
consider the cumulative impact of traffic from several
developments. We will impose £80 fines for deliberate
engine idling.

We will address school run traffic by working with
schools to develop binding school travel plans that
encourage going to school by foot, bike, or public
transport, and by enforcing parking and engine idling
fines more rigorously near schools.
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CONSERVING
EALING
Ealing’s neighbourhoods are internationally renowned for their 
beauty and character. Each community has a distinct identity and
personality that sets it apart, and Ealing Conservatives are 
committed to preserving each and every one.

We will continue to oppose over-development in all its forms: 
whether high-rise developments in low-rise areas, ugly developments
that are out-of-character of the area, or basement excavations that
threaten neighbouring properties.

We will mitigate the impact of development by improving 
construction management, monitoring basement excavations 
closely, and clamping down on developers that break the rules.

Our roads and pavements have fallen into disrepair and we 
pledge to fix all dangerous roads and pavements.

The Conservative plan to conserve Ealing:
⊲   We will oppose high-rise developments in low-rise areas, and instead support low-rise

but high-density mansion blocks, terraces, and mews housing.

⊲   We would resurface our damaged roads and repair our dangerous pavements.

⊲   We will mitigate harm caused by development, including seeking tighter construction
management plans, limiting hours of work, enforcing the rules more effectively.

⊲   We will reinstate notification letters to neighbours of planning applications.

⊲   We will support Neighbourhood Plans being adopted across Ealing and entrench
Conservation Areas by updating out-of-date Conservation Area statements.

⊲   We will restore heritage street sign tiles across the borough.

⊲   We will reform the Planning Department to make it work for residents including ending
Labour’s policy of not being able to speak to a person in the Planning department.
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Opposing inappropriate tower blocks

Conservative councillors will speak up on behalf of
residents against high-rise planning applications. We
will continue to oppose developments that harm
residents’ quality of life.

We will oppose high-rise developments that dwarf
communities. We will instead push for more housing
through terraces, mansion blocks, and mews housing,
which can provide equally-high density at much lower
heights.

We will also oppose inappropriate basement
excavations where they threaten neighbouring
properties or impact underground river flows.

We will oppose most developments that lead to a loss
of parking spaces. Ealing’s demand that
developments be car-free is ideologically motivated
and imposes extra demands on parking spaces:
causing inconvenience and extra traffic.

We will also ban back-garden developments
preserving our green spaces.

Backing Neighbourhood Plans

Neighbourhood Plans help to protect what’s best
about an area.  We will back local residents and
Neighbourhood Forums developing plans and we will
back Conservation Areas by updating out- of-date
Conservation Area appraisals.

We will make sure that Ealing fulfils its legal obligation
to take account of Neighbourhood Plans and
Conservation Areas and to consult with residents’
groups as statutory consultees.

Empowering local residents

We will resume sending letters to residents informing
them when a development is proposed next door: a
service ended by Labour.  We will reform the planning
process so that it works for residents. We will separate
the Planning and regeneration departments to ensure
that planning is fully independent from the political
and financial interest of the Council. We will abolish
the charge for planning advice to residents which
Labour introduced.

Reducing the impact of development

Ealing Conservatives will reduce the harm caused by
development by requiring construction management
plans sooner, reforming how they are signed off, and
giving extra resources to the team overseeing them.
All too often, developers don’t abide by the terms of
the agreements they’ve made. We will clamp down on
rogue developers that breach demolition, basement,
or construction management plans, and penalise them
to the full extent of the law.

Residents regularly complain that construction work is
taking place at anti-social hours. We will clamp down
on work that takes place outside the hours allotted to
construction work.

We will devote extra resources to the planning
enforcement department to carry out these checks
and have them liaise with neighbourhood police
teams where the law is violated.

Repairing our roads and pavements

We would invest in a major repaving and resurfacing
programme. We would ensure that all our dangers
pavements are fixed and that all potholes are
repaired.

Restoring our heritage

We will preserve and restore our heritage for future
generations. Conservative councillors have used Ward
Forum money to reinstate, repair and replace our
broken heritage street signs in central Ealing and West
Acton. We will work to procure more across the areas
of the borough, where they were once commonplace.
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A SAFER
EALING

Ealing Conservatives will put more police
on the streets, re-open Ealing Police
Station, and tackle anti-social behaviour
wherever it’s found. We will take tough
steps to tackle domestic violence, the
rise in street drugs such as Spice and
Black Mamba, and Female Genital
Mutilation (FGM).
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Putting more police on the beat

Ten years ago, Ealing Conservatives paid for 50
officers; Labour reduced the numbers to 7. Ealing
Conservatives will hire 23 extra full Metropolitan
Police officers, with one additional officer allocated to
each of Ealing’s wards. This will be funded through the
Met’s ‘Met Patrol Plus’ match-funding scheme.  

Re-opening a police base in Ealing

Ealing Conservatives are working to re-open a police
station in Ealing. This will increase police visibility and
enable officers to work in the local area, rather than
having to return to Acton station to do paperwork or
get changed: increasing the time they can spend on
the beat.

Deterring crime and anti-social behaviour

We will do more to deter criminals: making it clear that
our borough is not a soft touch.

We will create an Ealing CCTV library which will make
it easier to identify and trace criminals and reduce the
cost of operating CCTV. This will help victims and
small businesses, which have suffered a spate of
burglaries.

We will also work with Tenants & Residents’
Associations to install CCTV cameras in anti-social
behaviour hotspots on Ealing’s housing estates to
keep residents safe. We will also tackle anti-
social tenants, and ensure those acting abusively are
quickly transferred out of Ealing’s housing.

We will support rolling Neighbourhood Watch out
across Ealing: empowering residents and collecting
valuable information about local crime.

We will tackle speeding in residential areas by
exploring implementing width restrictions and CCTV
on roads where rat-running and speeding are
particularly widespread and dangerous.

Combatting domestic violence and 
Female Genital Mutilation

We will help victims of domestic violence by working
with local hospitals to track victims that appear at
more than one NHS location and advising them of
their options. 

We will work with experts and campaigners to tackle
female genital mutilation and support victims of it.

The Conservative plan for a safer Ealing:
⊲   We will hire an additional Metropolitan Police officer in every ward in

Ealing, using the Met Patrol Plus ‘buy one, get one free’ match-funding
scheme.

⊲   We will open a new police base in Ealing.

⊲   We will create a CCTV library for the borough and install CCTV at crime
hotspots.

⊲   We will make it easier to remove anti-social tenants from Ealing-owned
properties and work with TRAs to install more CCTV in anti-social
behaviour hotspots on estates.

⊲   We will provide further help to victims of domestic violence and Female
Genital Mutilation.
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A BRIGHTER
FUTURE FOR
EALING’S
YOUNG PEOPLE
We want every child to have the best start in life, and every generation to
do better than the last and go as far as their talents and hard work can take
them. We are committed to making sure our borough has enough good
and outstanding school places for every child to get the best start in life.
London’s schools now lead the country, and we want Ealing’s to do the
same.

Sadly, Ealing’s top-down approach to education is failing too many of our
young people.  Improving our schools is a priority for Ealing Conservatives,
which is why a number of teachers and others experienced in education
are standing for election for us. This is our plan to improve education and
life opportunities in Ealing.

We are committed to raising standards, improving our schools and making
sure, we are driving opportunity through the whole education system, so
no-one’s background should determine their life chances. 
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The Conservative plan for a brighter future for
Ealing’s Young People:
⊲   We will support parents to establish new schools.

⊲   We will ensure computing and coding are taught in all schools throughout Ealing and
promote enterprise education to teach soft skills.

⊲   We will support teacher training by sharing Apprenticeship funding with all schools.

⊲   We will increase employability by encouraging apprenticeships, organising more work
fairs, and encouraging continuing professional development in the borough.

⊲   We will review how our schools serve our worst-off, including raising the take-up of
free school meals and improving cooperation between independent and state schools.



Supporting Early Years

We will ensure that all children benefit from the
Government’s free childcare of 30 hours a week for
families of 3-and 4-year-olds thereby saving families
around £5,000 per year.

Providing more school places

With the growing population in the borough due to
new developments, Ealing needs to provide more
good state school places. In areas with a shortage of
good or outstanding school places, we will support
parents that want to set up new schools, rather than
deterring them, as Ealing has done under Labour. We
will ensure that two new high schools are built on time
and provide the highest quality provision.

We will ensure that all schools in the borough fully
benefit from the extra £7M specifically invested in
Ealing schools, such that all have received a real terms
cash boost.

Raising school standards

We will work with Ealing Learning to raise school
standards.

Computing is an essential subject, but often
overlooked in Ealing’s schools. We will work with the
National Computing Centre to ensure computing and
coding are taught in every school. We will also ensure
every school has a coding club and reduce the cost
of attending existing coding clubs.

We will assist enterprise education across all schools
— teaching young people about creative problem-
solving, collaboration, and other key business skills —
so that our young people have the ‘soft skills’ that
employers say they need most.

We will put more money into teacher training and staff
development locally by sharing the proceeds of the
Apprenticeship Levy — which would have to be
returned to central government if, as expected, it goes
unspent — with all schools in Ealing.

Increasing options for sixth formers and 
school-leavers

We will ensure that all schools and colleges benefit
from the £600 premium for every additional pupil
aged 16-18 who takes an advanced maths
qualification. This could mean £1,200 for each
additional pupil who takes the two-year A level course,
and will help schools and colleges to boost the
number of students studying maths at an advanced
level, opening the door to highly skilled careers.

We will ensure that there are appropriate training
opportunities and apprenticeships available for all of
our 16-24 year olds to help them to gain the
experience needed to find a fulfilling career.

We will organise more work fairs and ensure that more
advice is offered to young people leaving education
at 16 and 18.

Many Ealing pupils are deterred from applying to
universities that match their talents. We will work with
schools to give students the confidence to apply to
Russell Group universities.

We recognise that learning doesn’t end at 21. We will
work to bring professional schools to Ealing and work
with business to provide life-long training.

Unleashing every child’s potential

We will hold a root-and-branch review of how our
schools serve our worst-off and marginalised families
to ensure every child makes the most of his or her
potential.

Ealing has more pupils eligible for free school meals
but not eating them than anywhere in London: leaving
£500,000 of free meals uneaten each year, and
hurting nutrition and concentration. We will increase
the take-up of free school meals.

We will help local independent schools — which have
long supported closer working — to share resources
with state schools to benefit all pupils.

We will act speedily and effectively to provide for
special educational needs in all schools to ensure all
children can get a great education.
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REFORMING
EALING
As Conservatives, we believe in conserving what’s best
about our borough — but we also believe in reforming
and fixing what’s wrong.

We believe that Ealing Council is too wasteful, too
distant, and too unaccountable. Since 2010, Ealing
Conservatives have been the only party to provide an
alternative that would lead to lower taxes, less waste,
and more money for front-line services.
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Freezing Council Tax

Labour have shown little interest in keeping Council
Tax low, and have tried to blame the government for
its 6% rise this year, despite Conservative councils
keeping taxes down. Conservatives will commit to
freezing Ealing’s share of core Council Tax for each of
the next four years.

Supporting Business

As Conservatives we will support Small Business Rate
relief for businesses in Ealing and commit that all
businesses in Ealing ill have access to super-fast
broadband.

Getting value for money

While some of the savings that Ealing Conservatives
have campaigned for have been adopted by the
administration, there is still too much waste at Ealing
Council.

We will reverse the rise in councillors’ salaries forced
through by Labour and reduce the size of the Cabinet
and abolish the political office of the Leader of the
Council, saving £125k per year.

We will scrap the Around Ealing magazine, which is an
ineffective means of communication; end the funding
of trade union branch officials using taxpayers’ money;
and reduce spending on Ealing’s publicity department.

Creating Community Councils to make 
Ealing more accountable

At a time when councils have been made more
accountable, Ealing has become less. We will reinstate
the funding for 4 Ward Forums per ward a year and
devolve more power and money to those forums. The
Ward Forums would have a number of extra powers,
from traffic management to community safety, and
from the environment to planning. This would give
powers to local councillors — regardless of party
affiliation — and ensure that local representatives can
respond directly to residents’ concerns.

To allow residents’ concerns to be heard and debated
thoroughly, we will ban councillors debating business
outside the council’s powers — such as on national or
foreign policy.

Improving communications

Ealing Conservatives will reduce waiting times for the
Contact Ealing phone line by make it clearer who
residents have to talk to.

We will overhaul Ealing’s website, which is now a
decade old and difficult to navigate.

We will support our local press instead of using your
money to compete with them.

The Conservative plan to reform Ealing:
⊲   We will freeze core Council Tax every year of a Conservative-run Ealing.

⊲   We will reduce waste, such as scrapping the Around Ealing magazine,
ending funding of trade union officials, reducing the publicity budget, and
reducing councillor salaries.

⊲   We will use match-funding to stretch resources, as with our proposals to
hire more police, grant discretionary Business Rates relief, or install electric
car charge points.

⊲   We will ensure all businesses have access to super-fast broadband.

⊲   We will beef-up our Ward Forums to handle budgets for service delivery in
their areas, making the Council more responsive to overlooked areas of
Ealing.

⊲   We will reduce waiting times on Ealing’s phone lines and overhaul Ealing’s
website to make it easier to access services.
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HOUSING
EALING
Living in Ealing is a great pleasure and provides so many
opportunities, but it shouldn’t be as difficult to find a home as
wonderful and welcoming as the community around it. Yet with
houses less affordable than ever and the Council’s properties in
disrepair, it’s harder than ever for people to call Ealing home.

While Labour pass the buck to the government, the lack of homes is
most acute in Ealing because of their inaction locally. We will take
action to improve Ealing’s housing stock, reduce costs for residents,
support private renters, and more importantly, build quality housing
that will last and not require regeneration 
after 10 years).
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Building more affordable housing

Although Ealing’s policies require large developments
to provide affordable housing, this is often waived.

We will require all developments over 10 units to
provide 50% affordable housing, with no exceptions or
sweetheart deals. This would provide hundreds of extra
affordable homes. But we would go further – we
pledge to build 3,000 genuinely affordable homes.

We will require developers of large sites to make s106
financial contributions that are no less than the market
price of an average 3-bedroom flat in the borough.

We will work with Housing Associations — which
provide half of new affordable housing — to ensure the
delivery of more affordable homes. We will secure a site
for a Community Land Trust within the Crossrail corridor.

However, we recognise that the new homes cannot be
provide in isolation, and must be supported by the
accompanying infrastructure.  We therefore ensure that
developers consider these factors when submitting
their plans.

Improving repairs and ensuring value for 
council leaseholders and tenants

Ealing’s repairs service for properties it manages is
slow, inefficient, and costly. We will work to
improve repairs and save tenants and leaseholders
money.

Ealing Conservatives will pay contractors only when the
work is signed off by residents.  To track works more
effectively, we will create maintenance manuals and
logs for every council property to track works across
each property’s lifetime.

Introducing a security deposit scheme for private
renters

Ealing Conservatives will fight for a better deal for the
third of local residents that rent privately. The
Conservatives are leading the way in government by
banning letting agencies’ fees, by capping holding
deposits at one week’s rent, and by capping security
deposits at 6 weeks’ rent.

However, security deposits remain a major obstacle to
private renters moving to new flats: unable to pay new
deposit until they receive their last one back often
weeks or months later.

In order to help renters move, we will set up a scheme
to offer tenants bridge loans to cover security deposits
for those moving within Ealing. This will allow them to
pay a new deposit and then repay Ealing when their old
deposit is returned: making it easier to rent and move
in Ealing, rather than having to stay put.

Providing welcome packs to residents

We want our borough to feel like home the moment
residents step over the threshold for the first time.

But it often takes time to bed in and get to know the
community.

We will provide welcome packs to movers upon
registration to pay Council Tax. These packs will be
automatically tailored to each street and tenure of the
property, and will outline local services and community
groups, give better information on accessing services
(such as on waste disposal), and outline their legal
rights.

The Conservative plan to house Ealing:
⊲   We will deliver more affordable housing, by requiring new developments to

contribute to affordable housing and ending Labour’s practice of waiving
or reducing this demand.

⊲   We will track works done on council-owned properties by introducing
operation and maintenance manuals that log all work and needs of the
property over its lifetime.

⊲   We will advance private renters’ security deposits when moving within the
borough.

⊲   We will send welcome packs to people that move that inform them of their
rights, waste disposal times, and community facilities.
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HELPING
EALING’S
VULNERABLE
As well as making sure we have a beautiful borough that’s
clean and green, we want to ensure our community provides
a safety net for those that need one.

We will work with neighbouring boroughs, government
agencies, and charities to address some of the big problems
facing Ealing’s most vulnerable.

That means caring for our elderly, combatting social isolation,
making life easier for disabled residents, tackling Ealing’s
homelessness crisis, and supporting low-income families.

Care users and their families will be central to our
partnership approach to delivering social care ensuring that
the journey from presentation to receiving care is as smooth
as possible.

Social care needs the funding to deliver it and that is why we
backed the social care precept. However, what has become
clear is that there has been a mismanagement in the finances
of the department. Just in the last few months’ officers have
found millions of pounds’ worth of savings, which makes you
think why these weren't found before.

We would ensure that residents got value for money and that
funding was spent to ensure that frontline services were
being delivered to the highest standard. 

Ealing Conservatives are committed to ensuring that our
borough is as welcoming and comfortable as possible for
people from all walks of life.
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Caring for our older residents and combatting
social isolation

We will combat social isolation by reviving luncheon
clubs and promoting a wider range of activities for
residents, including local walking groups.

We will launch a scheme that helps older people let
out spare rooms to younger people at a reduced rent
by screening the prospective lodgers: giving younger
residents somewhere to live and giving the older
residents company.

We will encourage inter-generational volunteering
among Ealing’s large student population to keep
vulnerable older people socially active.

We believe helping to cope with dementia is
everyone’s business, and we will ensure Ealing is a
dementia-friendly community.

Helping disabled and at-risk residents

Ealing Conservatives will support our care providers to
integrate health and adult social care, which is proven
to improve care: putting patients before politics.

We will work with TfL to install lifts at all our tube and
mainline stations  to help disabled or older people and
those with prams.

We will improve sharing of data about residents within
the Council on an opt-in basis, so disabled people do
not have to repeat their circumstances to each team
just to get the right support.

Supporting the NHS and mental health

We will hold local NHS leaders to their commitments
not to close beds at Ealing Hospital unless they see a
sustained reduction in attendances. We will work with
our partners in the NHS and community to develop
programmes targeted at prevention and keeping
people healthy and independent for longer.

Developments have placed huge pressures on local
surgeries.  We will ensure that health facilities are
provided as part of new developments by considering
GP and dentist surgery places in development
decisions. We will assist the NHS with capital funding
— provided by developments through s106
contributions — to purchase or invest in sites.

Mental illness is a growing problem that must be
treated more effectively. We will adopt best practice
for local authorities from mental health charity Mind
and give equal weight to mental health and physical
health.  We will invest to deliver the best possible care,
including childhood resilience and universal
interventions, so that all children receive some support.

Tackling homelessness

We will ensure we have staff with the foreign language
skills to help homeless people regardless of their
background.

We will also work with the police to tackle Spice and
other synthetic street drugs, which have increased the
number of homeless people beyond the reach of
traditional social services.

And we will work more closely with shelters, who tell
us that Ealing is the worst borough for working with
charitable groups like theirs.

The Conservative plan to help Ealing’s vulnerable:
⊲   We will combat social isolation by reviving luncheon clubs for older residents and

promote a range of activities for more vulnerable.

⊲   We will ensure Ealing is a dementia-friendly community.

⊲   We will back disabled residents by installing lifts at all stations, making it easier for
residents get the right support, and integrating health and adult social care.

⊲   We will tackle Ealing’s homelessness crisis by sharing language resources with other
boroughs, tackling street drugs, and working more closely with homeless shelters.

⊲   We will hold the local NHS to account on their promises to keep the beds at Ealing and
Charing Cross Hospitals.

⊲   We will ensure funding for GPs’ and dentists’ surgeries near new developments.
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